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Dear Friend,
On February 1, 2017, a controversial conservative author was scheduled to speak at U.C.
Berkeley. As the event was about to begin, a riot broke out. Police withdrew and simply let it
happen as rioters broke windows, started fires and caused other mischief. The speaker was
forced to flee and the event was cancelled. Many, especially the college establishment, tried
to explain away the violence, blaming it on anarchists who had infiltrated the campus. But
the truth is, outsiders were not to blame, and this kind of suppression and intimidation is
happening time after time on campuses across the nation. Free speech is being put down and
drowned out while a biased, hard left, globalist secularism is set forth as the only acceptable
thought while Christianity, the antithesis of humanistic secularism, is derided as a religion
for backward people.
The Berkeley event exposed the ugly reality of the leftist philosophy now rampant in America. David Horowitz, who was a communist leader in the 1960s before he came to his senses,
points to Saul Alinsky’s book Rules for Radicals as the manifesto for those who are determined to upend what they called an unjust society. The book sets forth a devious but nevertheless effective proposition: Radicals are to be destroyers rather than reformers of society.
Rules for Radicals reveals what is now happening not only on campus but also on the streets
of America. Alinsky’s book is dedicated to Lucifer, whom he calls the first radical rebel, who
at least won his own kingdom. Horowitz observes that Alinsky’s radicals “will say anything
(and pretend to be anything) to get what they want, which is resources and power.”
Like Horowitz, I was there on campus witnessing firsthand the first rounds of the revolution
in the 1960s and 70s—a revolution that has steadily degraded our institutions since then. In
those days the Marxist professor who spearheaded the campus rebellions was Herbert Marcuse from U.C. San Diego. He coined the phrase “selective tolerance”—applying it to radicals who would tolerate anyone who
agreed with them, but would persecute, resist and isolate any dissension. According to Marcuse, those who disagreed with radical
views should not have the freedom of speech to express opposing
views. Rebels against God are the same in all generations.
My new bride, Trish, and I were campus directors with Campus
Crusade for Christ at USC in the early 1970s. As graduates from
UCLA and UCSB we were asked to go to U.C. Berkeley to lead students and oversee campus missionaries. We were part of a team
that reached out to the thousands of students from campuses
across America who had gathered at Berkeley, the hotbed of the
anti-war movement of that generation.
I made good use of the free speech platform to proclaim the living
Christ as the only true liberator of mankind. Then we would disThe Fosters, early 1970s.
perse among the crowds and witness person to person, appealing to
students to commit their lives to the Savior. In the midst of all that tumult, many students at
Berkeley came to faith in Christ. At the same time, hundreds of thousands of students were
making the same life-changing decision on campuses across the nation. One of those students
emailed me this week after finding me on Facebook. I had led him to Christ in his dorm room
in 1970. Bob wrote to thank me after all these years. He told of his many decades serving the
Lord as a theologian, author and professor at several colleges. He said his life’s journey all
hinged on meeting Christ in that dorm room and being discipled by me. What a joy to hear
from him!
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The revival of sincere Christian faith in the 1970s was real. The Jesus Movement, as it became known, had a significant impact on our generation reaching millions of young Americans for Christ. But unlike the Great Awakening before the American Revolution which
transformed all of society, the Jesus Movement has not yet permeated every institution.
Most of the Christians from that time moved on, began careers, built families and joined
churches. But the leading radicals and socialists, thousands of them, stayed on the campus
and became professors. Others embedded themselves into the governmental bureaucracy.
Both groups are there protected by tenure to this today. As a result, the left gained further
dominance over the educational establishment.
What is the future of a civil, self-governing republic if huge segments of the coming generations
are being taught radical ideologies foreign to our nation’s heritage and Constitution, using trillions of taxpayer dollars to pay for their radicalism? How can we long survive as a free people
when rational discussions are impossible and firebombs replace free speech platforms on our
college campuses?
God’s kingdom is progressing according to His loving plan. The Jesus Movement never died.
The new believers of that era along with countless others have grown in depth and numbers
over the past four decades. When we began our ministry in 1976 there was no homeschool
movement, Christian schools were rare and only 30% or so of the Christians were voting. Our
ministry and several other fine ministries were raised up to teach believers how our nation’s
institutions and founding documents were firmly grounded in biblical principles. During that
time the home school movement emerged and Christian schools multiplied rapidly.
Christian thinkers like Francis Schaeffer, Charles Colson, D. James Kennedy and many others greatly expanded the worldview of believers. They taught that Christ’s Great Commission
(Mathew 28:18-20) was an imperative command to transform entire nations, not only to
preach to individuals. The venerable Bible commentator Mathew Henry wrote, “What is the
principal intention of this commission? To disciple all nations. Do your utmost to make the
nations Christian nations.... They (worldly tyrants) conquered the nations for themselves
and made them miserable; the apostles conquered them for Christ, and made them happy.”
Hundreds of thousands of Americans were taught our true Christian heritage during the
1980s and 90s. Now these individuals have grown up to have families and are living out the
loving, voluntary, biblical strategy of restoration. In our last election, more than twice as
many Christians voted than when we began our ministry in 1976. We are optimistic that we
will see America emerge again as a City on a Hill, a shining light of Christian liberty.
The exciting thing about walking in the truths of history and the Scriptures is that we have
historically proven principles on our side. The road map to freedom was laid out by Moses in
the Shema (Deut. 6:4-10) and followed by our own founding fathers. Patrick Henry, the voice
of the American Revolution summarizes our hope: “Virtue, morality, and religion [Christianity]. This is the armor, my friend, and this alone that renders us invincible. These are the tactics we should study. If we lose those, we are conquered, fallen indeed...so long as our
manners and principles remain sound, there is no danger.”
Yours for a Great Awakening in our day,

Marshall Foster
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